Abstract. This article is an attempt to define the classification criteria of phraseological units, which have a phraseologically linked formative in their structure. In this article we come up with the respective classification criteria according to the features of the structure and the semantics of the determined phraseologisms. Within this research phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative are classified according to grammatical, structural-semantic and semantic criteria, in accordance with the national specificity, which is characteristic of these phraseologisms. By combining different classification criteria we attempted to determine the nucleus and the periphery of the phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative.
INTRODUCTION
In our previous research we already defined the basic concept for our research, i.e. that of the unique component from the cognitive perspective, determined the nucleus and the periphery of the class. Taking into account the results of such research, it seems relevant to us to employ the term phraseologically linked formative and use the following definition: a unique component, archisemanticon or phraseologically linked formative is a word, which in a phraseological unit functions as a bearer of a certain specific meaning, in which it is not used outside of this phraseologism, but it can have a different meaning, or several such meanings, it can be used as any part of speech, it can be a professionalism, an archaism, a member of a homonymic pair or a polysemantic word, an onomastic unit, a realia lexeme, a euphemism or an abbreviation, it can have some extent of idiomaticity, depending on the nature of determination and structure, it can belong to a certain type and perform a cumulative, as well as a referential and an expressive function [4, 5, 14, 15] .
From this definition it follows that phraseological units with a unique component in their structure can be described and classified in more detail according to their structural features and their semantics.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Concerning the features of the structure of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative, we should pay attention to the part of speech of the phraseologically linked formative, and also analyze the structure of the phraseological unit according to the structural-semantic classification of I. Chernyshova. Thus, we can determine the grammatical and the structural-semantic criteria of classification and taxonomy of the phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative. When studying the characteristics of phraseologisms, we should consider the national-cultural component of the semantics of specifically phraseologically linked formative, in particular of the phraseological unit as a whole, which we already discussed in our previous papers [3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15] , thus determining the criteria of the bearer of nationally specific information and the level of the expression of the national-cultural component of the semantics.
According to the grammatical criterion we can determine substantival, adjectival, adverbial, verbal and interjection phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative, depending on which part of speech represents the phraseologically linked formative. -interjection: uff sagen -to say something negative, unpleasant; Sage nicht uff, sage Allah! The tendencies that become apparent when classifying phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative according to the grammatical criterion may be outlined in the following way: most phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative are substantival phraseological units, since it is more characteristic for adjectives, adverbs and verbs to collocate outside of phraseological units, which stipulates their insignificant number among the class of phraseologically linked formatives. An insignificant number of interjection phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative can be explained by the specific status of the interjection as a part of speech and a less common fixation of specific associations with the interjection, as the expressive function of the interjection dominates the cumulative function, as well as by the frequency and occurrence of their independent use in everyday speech. This accounts for a low frequency of cases when interjections proper are a member of a phraseological unit.
According to the structurally semantic criterion we can determine phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative incorporated in phraseological unities, phraseological combinations and collocations. The phraseologically linked formative occurs as a member of phraseological unities, phraseological combinations and collocations in unequal numbers and with certain peculiarities [4, 6] .
Phraseological unities contain the unique component rather often but less commonly than phraseological combinations. For example, das Hasenpanier ergreifen -to tail off, jmdm. die Eselbrücke bauen -to prompt somebody. Such phraseological unities with the phraseologically linked formative in their structure comprise 33% of the total number of investigated phraseological units. Commonly phraseological unities contain a phraseologically linked formative expressed by archaic realia lexemes or etymologically occasional units which are notionally expressed through the semantic transformation of all the components of the idiom.
In case of classifying phraseological comparisons to the group of phraseological combinations, this group is most numerous (phraseological combinations comprise 51.8% of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative). The unique component can be represented by an archaism or a historism, a professionalism, a borrowing, an onim, an etymological occasionalism, a realia lexeme, etc. Due to the reinterpretation of this archisemantic component, the phraseological combination receives its idiomatic meaning. For example, den Drehwurm bekommen -somebody feeling dizzy, somebody feeling nauseous; in der Schwebe sein -to hang sick in the air; es wird jmdm. ganz blümerant -somebody feeling sick, frech wie Oskar -a smart ass.
Collocations compared with phraseological unities and phraseological combinations containing a phraseologically linked formative in their structure are the least numerous group (15.2%). And specific differences are characteristic of different types:
-in the structure of proverbs the phraseologically linked formative is rather uncommon: they comprise only 6.6% of collocations with archisemanticon and are rarely registered in lexicographic sources; the unique component is expressed by an archaism or an etymological occasionalism and causes a figurative effect and a phonostylistic effect of assonance and rhyme: Alter ist ein schweres Malter. -When bees are old, they yield no honey. Ein reines Gewissen ist ein gutes Ruhekissen. -A quiet conscience sleeps in thunder.
-as a component of interjection and modal expressions the phraseologically linked formative is quite common (31.9%), and it is mostly represented by euphemisms or etymological occasionalisms (often in children's speech) and anthroponyms (usually names of saints) or theonyms, which stipulates the peculiar stylistic colouring and expressiveness of these collocations: The semantic features of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative are determined primarily by the cumulative function of phraseological units. The cumulative function of phraseologisms which emerged as a result of various intralingual processes of the language development and were determined by social factors of the life of people, defines their ability to fix, preserve, transfer and thus reproduce the socially significant information and experience, and, as a result, various knowledge from history, geography, economy, culture and everyday life of the people, which comprises the national-cultural component of the semantics of phraseological units. The diverse and rich subject matter of German phraseologisms with the national-cultural component of the semantics provides a full picture of the nationally specific characteristics of life and worldview of the German people, and can manifest on different levels of the semantic structure of idioms.
The national peculiarities of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative can be analyzed by the proper semantics of a certain component, since according to the definition provided above, it can be expressed by lexemes which have some national character to a bigger or lesser extent. As a bearer of the nationally specific and culturally significant information, the phraseologically linked formative can be expressed by:
- [5, 14] .
The nationally cultural component of the semantics may be expressed at different levels of the semantic structure of phraseological units. Consequently phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative can also be characterized according to the level of the semantic structure, at which the nationally cultural component of semantics is expressed:
- or at two, less commonly three levels simultaneously, thus actualizing a universal, identical for both countries, nationally typical or nationally specific semantics, characteristic of these phraseologisms. Phraseologisms expressing nationally specific information often contain onomastic vocabulary, realia lexemes, archaisms and historisms, euphemisms etc., which are nationally specific elements and are divided into absolute and relative (with full, partial and phonic peculiarity) and have a communicative significance [3] .
CONCLUSIONS
If we combine the above described criteria, this will enable us to define the nucleus and the periphery of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative. On the basis of the conducted research, using the continuous sampling method, linguistic-cultural commentary and quantitative analysis, we consider it reasonable to use the following hypothesis in our further research: The nucleus of the group of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative will be composed of substantival phraseological units, primarily phraseological combinations along with phraseological comparisons, in which the phraseologically linked formative will be expressed by an archaism or a historism, an onomastic unit (an anthroponym, a toponym or an ethnonym) or a realia lexeme in the capacity of the members of a homonymic pair, a borrowing (including folk-etymological) or a euphemism, representing the nationally cultural component of the semantics at several levels of the semantic structure simultaneously, namely: at the level of a separate component lexeme and at the level of the genetic prototype, and also through specific associations and concepts. The phraseological units that do not meet this characteristic belong to the periphery of the group of phraseological units with the phraseologically linked formative.
Our further research will be dedicated to the conduct of the corpus analysis of the defined phraseological units with the purpose of verifying the hypothesis, defining it more precisely and complementing it.
